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I. INTRODUCTION

Vermont is a state with strong environmental traditions.
Known as the "Green Mountain State," Vermont has taken an active
role in protecting its landscape, wildlife, and natural resources. One
of the state's most unique environmental protections is the Land Use
and Development Law, commonly known as "Act 250." A
requirement for a variety of different development projects,' Act
250 consists of ten criteria that must be satisfied in order for a
permit to be approved. 2 These criteria include more than just concerns over pollution and depletion of natural resources, but also
consider the development's impact on the surrounding community. 3
Example criteria include: "undue water or air pollution"4 and soil
erosion, 5 undesirable effects on the water supply, 6 unreasonable
traffic congestion, unreasonable burden on education, municipal or
government services,9 and conformance with local and regional
plans.' 0
Of these criteria, criterion eight is one of the most
controversial, part of which requires that the development does not
have an adverse effect on the aesthetics of the scenic or natural
beauty of the area.' Criterion eight has been an important part of
§ 6001(3)(A) (2009).
§ 6086(a).
3 See id. § 6086(a)(5) (development cannot "cause unreasonable congestion or
'VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 10,

2 Id.

unsafe conditions with respect to use of the highways, waterways, railways,
airports and airways, and other means of transportation existing or proposed");
id § 6086(a)(6) (development cannot "cause an unreasonable burden on the
ability of a municipality to provide educational services"); id § 6086(a)(7)
(development cannot "place an unreasonable burden on the ability of the local
governments to provide municipal or governmental services").
4 Id. § 6086(a)(1).
5Id. § 6086(a)(4).
6 tit. 10 § 6086(a)(2)-(3).
7 Id. § 6086(a)(5).
8 Id. § 6086(a)(6).
9Id. § 6086(a)(7).
10Id. § 6086(a)(9)-(10).
" Id. § 6086(a)(8) ("Will not have an undue adverse effect on the scenic or
natural beauty of the area, aesthetics, historic sites or rare and irreplaceable
natural areas.").
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challenges to a wide variety of development projects, including
shopping centers, retail stores, and ski resorts in Vermont.12
Recently, aesthetic concerns have surfaced regarding the development of wind farms on mountain ridgelines throughout the state.' 3
These projects are reviewed by the Public Service Board, and the
law for granting a certificate of public good requires the board to
consider aesthetics by giving due consideration to criterion eight of
Act 250.14
The controversy over the aesthetics of wind farms, along
with advocacy for its role in the state's energy plan,' 5 raises
questions over the Public Service Board's review of these projects.
While criterion eight has been used for different development
projects throughout the state, commercial wind projects present a
unique set of challenges in considering aesthetics of wind arms. 16
These concerns raise the question over the effectiveness of the
Public Service Board's aesthetic analysis, as compared to criterion
eight of Act 250. Given the unique characteristics of these projects
and the benefits they provide for the state, Section 248's aesthetic
consideration should be modified and permit the construction of
commercial wind energy projects.
This note will provide a review of aesthetics in light of
current issues concerning wind farms. Part I entails an overview of
aesthetics under Act 250, including a history and summary of the
permit process, and the standards used to review projects under
criterion eight. Part II discusses the Public Service Board's process
for approving electric generation facilities. Part III examines the
relationship between Act 250 and Section 248, and Part IV
discusses case studies of commercial wind projects around the
See James Murphy, Vermont's Act 250 and the Problem ofSprawl, 9 ALB. L.
ENVTL. OUTLOOK 205, 218-31 (2004) (discussing the review of different
development projects under Act 250).
" Editorial,NortheastKingdom lawmakers test wind, BURLINGTON FREE PRESS,
Feb. 1,2006, at 10A.
14 VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 30, § 248(b)(5)
(2009).
15 See id. § 8001(a) (listing Vermont's renewable
energy goals).
16 See Editorial, Caution in the Wind, BURLINGTON
FREE PRESS, Sept. 30, 2004,
at 10A ("The mission is to investigate whether Section 248 of Vermont's utility
laws, enacted in 1969 to deal with generation plants and transmission lines, is
adequate to evaluate today's commercial wind proposals.").
12
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state. Part V discusses public opinion over commercial wind
projects in Vermont. Part VI looks at how other countries and
states handle aesthetic issues for wind projects, and Part VII offers
a review of Section 248's aesthetic analysis and suggestions for
improving this process.
II. AESTHETICS UNDER ACT 250

A. History of Act 250
Vermont passed Act 250 at a time when the state was
undergoing drastic population change.1 7 After 1960, Vermont's
population grew rapidly, and for the first time since the 1800s,
substantially more people were moving into the state than were
moving out.18 These changes have been attributed to a number of
factors, including the building of the interstate highway, and
changes in the economy and political landscape.19
Until the late 1960s, Vermont traditionally allowed landowners to do whatever they wished with their own property. 20
Most of the projects done on private property were small and of
little concern to others, 21 however, as Vermont's population grew,
developers saw opportunities to profit in the state, and in turn
began to pursue large development projects.22 Many citizens grew
concerned that this development threatened Vermont's natural
beauty, and called for legislative action.23

In 1969, Vermont passed Act 250. The success of the
legislation was in large part due to Governor Deane Davis, who
organized a conference to design the bill and actively supported its

17

CHRISTOPHER MCGRORY KLYZA & STEPHEN C. TROMBULAK, THE STORY OF

VERMONT: A NATURAL AND CULTURAL HISTORY 115-16 (Univ. Press of New

Eng. 1999).
s Id. at 116.
19
Id.at 119-21.
20

JOE SHERMAN, FAST LANE ON A DIRT ROAD: A CONTEMPORARY HISTORY OF

VERMONT 88 (Chelsea Green Publ'g Co. 1991).
21 Id. at 88.
22
23

SHERMAN, supra note 20, at 88-89.
SHERMAN, supranote 20, at 89.
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passage.24 Originally, the bill contained two parts: a permit process
and a state-land use plan.2 5 The permit process passed the State
Senate and made up the bulk of Act 250.26 However, the state-land
use plan, which was aimed at controlling where growth could
occur, never passed through the legislature. 27
B. Act 250 Process
An Act 250 permit is required for a broad range of
development projects, including: construction for commercial or
industrial purposes on ten or more acres of land, construction of
ten or more housing units within a radius of five miles of any point
on any involved land, and within any continuous period of five
years, and any construction above 2,500 feet in elevation.2 8
Vermont is divided into nine districts that each has a
district environmental commission to review Act 250 permits.29 In
creating Act 250, the Legislature intended for the review process to
be done by local citizens, and to that end, each member of the
commission is a layperson who is neither an active elected official
nor a state employee. 30 The district environmental commission
reviews an Act 250 permit, and decides whether to treat it as a
"major" or "minor" application.3 A "major" application is subject
to a public hearing, while a "minor" application only requires a
hearing if requested by an interested party. 32 This avoids a hearing
for applications that are not controversial and do not require
extensive input from the community.

24

See CHRIS GRAFF, DATELINE VERMONT 219 20 (Thistle Hill Publ'ns 2006)

(discussing the passage of Act 250).

KLYZA & TROMBULAK, supra note 17, at 121.
KLYZA & TROMBULAK, supra note 17, at 122. See also Murphy, supra note
12, at 212 (discussing the reasons why the legislature never passed the state-land

25
26

use plan).
27 Id.
28

29

VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 10, § 6001(3)(A) (2009).
Id. § 6026.

30 ENV'T BD., STATE OF VT., ACT 250: A GUIDE TO VERMONT'S LAND
USE LAW

9 (Doug Wilhelm ed., 2000).
31tit. 10, § 6084(b).
32 Id. § 6084(b).
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In determining whether to grant a permit, the district
environmental commission bases its decision on the ten criteria of
Act 250.33 The burden of proof is not the same for each criterion,
with both the applicant and opposing party having the initial
burden of satisfying specific criteria. 34 The commission may grant
a permit, deny it, or grant it with conditions.35 A decision may be
appealed to the Vermont Environmental Court ("Environmental
Court"), which is responsible for hearing all Act 250 appeals. 36
Decisions of the Environmental Court may be appealed to the
Vermont Supreme Court.3 7
Prior to 2005, the Vermont Environmental Board ("Environmental Board") was responsible for hearing Act 250 appeals;
but in 2004, the General Assembly passed a permit reform bill
requiring appeals to go before the Environmental Court. As a
result, most of the case law concerning aesthetics is from Environmental Board decisions.
C. Quechee Test for Criterion Eight
Criterion eight of Act 250 requires that development "[w]ill
not have an undue adverse effect on the scenic or natural beauty of
the area, aesthetics, historic sites or rare and irreplaceable natural
areas." 38 The burden of satisfying criterion eight is on the party
opposing the project. 39 In the case, In re Quechee Lakes Corp.
("Quechee"), the Environmental Board established a two-part
standard for determining whether development projects satisfy
criterion eight.40 First, the commission will evaluate a project to
determine whether it will have an adverse impact on the
Id § 6086(a).
Id. § 6088. See also infra notes 86, 87 and accompanying text (discussing the
different burdens of proof in Act 250 compared to Section 248).
35 ENv'T BD. supranote 29, at 16.
3 tit. 10, § 8504.
Id. § 8505.
38 Id. § 6086(a).
39 Id. § 6088(b). See also infra notes 86. 87 and accompanying text (discussing
the different burdens of proof in Act 250 compared to Section 248).
40 In re Quechee Lakes Corp., No. 3WO41 1-EB & 3WO439-EB, at 17-19 (Vt.
Envt. Bd. Nov. 4, 1985).
33

34
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surrounding area.41 If an adverse impact is found, then the
commission will determine whether this adverse impact is
"undue." 42
D. Adverse Impact
In determining whether a project will have an adverse
impact, Quechee requires consideration of its context, and whether
the development will be in harmony with its surroundings. 43 The
factors used to consider this question include: the nature of the
project's surroundings, compatibility of the project's design with
those surroundings, suitability of the colors and materials selected
for the project, locations from which the project can be viewed,
and potential impact on open space. 44
The Environmental Board found adverse impacts for a
variety of different development projects. In Okemo Mountain,
Inc., the Board held a ski bridge for a ski resort would create an
adverse impact under criterion eight.4 5 The Board stated that
because the bridge would rise twenty six feet above the natural
terrain and consist of a wall of earth, cement, steel, and wood, it
would not "fit" within the context of the neighborhood and would
interfere with scenic views. 46 Further, the Environmental Board
strengthened this decision in Thomas W. Bryant and John P.
Skinner.4 7 the Board determined that a residential development
would interfere with the open space of the area and block the
mountain views, creating an adverse impact under criterion eight. 48
Despite this precedent, the Environmental Board has not
found every appealed permit to fail this first part of the Quechee
test. In Central Vermont Public Service Corporation, a power line

Id. at 17.
1 d. at 19.
43 Id. at 18.
41

42

44

45 In re Okemo Mountain, No. 2SO351-8-EB, at 8 (Vt. Envt. Bd. Dec.19, 1986).
46 Id.

47 In re Thomas W. Bryant and John P. Skinner, No. 4BC0795-E, at 21 (Vt.

Enyt. Bd. Jun. 26, 1991).

48 Id.
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project did not have an adverse impact under criterion eight.49
Here, the Board held that the project fit the context of the area
because utility poles and wires are near the majority of roads in
Vermont and alternatives are only considered when the project has
an adverse impact.o
The consideration of "context" through the factors listed in
Quechee is the basis for determining whether a project will have an
adverse impact on aesthetics.5 ' In particular, an adverse impact is
often found for projects that interfere with a scenic view. Once a
project's adverse impact has been established, the second part of
the Quechee test requires an examination of the aesthetic burden of
the project.
E. Undue Burden
In Quechee, the Board provided three factors to consider in
determining whether a project has an undue burden on aesthetics:
(1) whether the project violates a clear, written community
standard; (2) whether the project offends the sensibilities of the
average person; and (3) whether the applicant has failed to take
generally available mitigating steps to improve the harmony of the
proposed project with its surroundings. 52 If a project meets any one
of these factors, it will be considered an undue burden under
**
53
criterion eight.
The consideration of a community standard gives local
jurisdictions input into the process, as, a project found to conflict
with community standards will be found to have an undue burden.
The Environmental Board has used this factor as the basis for
holding that a project poses an undue burden under criterion
eight. 54
49 In re Cent. Vt. Pub. Serv. Corp., No. IR0869-EB, at 7 (Vt. Envt. Bd. Feb. 22,

2001).
50
d.
51Quechee Lakes Corp., No. 3WO411 EB & 3WO439 EB at 18.
52

Id. at19 20.

5 Id. at 19.
54 See In re Southwestern Vt. Health Care Corp., No. 8B0537-EB, at 33 (Vt.

Envt. Bd. Feb. 22, 2001) (holding that the project violated the Town Plan, which
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A project offends the sensibilities of the average person
when it "would be so out of character with its surroundings or so
significantly diminish the scenic qualities of the area as to be
offensive or shocking to the average person."55 Projects that are
significantly different from the surrounding area fail this
requirement, for example: a retirement facility located in a rural,
agriculture area,56 a recreational-vehicle campground located on
the banks of a river used exclusively by the public for recreation,5 7
and a housing development in an area of open space and pastoral
farm lands.5 8
The last factor considered in determining whether a project
poses an undue burden is whether any mitigating steps have been
taken to limit the project's aesthetic impact. If the applicant has not
taken generally available mitigating steps to improve the harmony
of the project with its surroundings, the project will be considered
an undue burden. In many cases, an applicant could have taken
mitigating steps by reducing the size of the project. 59 Examples of
successful mitigating measures include: height restrictions on
buildings, 60 limiting the types of exterior colors used in the

constituted a clear, written standard which is intended to preserve the aesthetics
or beauty of the area).
55
Id. at 35.
5
6 Id.
In re Robert B. and Deborah J. McShinsky, No. 3WO530-EB, at 9 (Vt. Envt.
Bd. Apr. 21, 1988).
58 In re Nile and Julie Duppstadt & John and Deborah Alden, No. 4C1013-EB, at
35 (Vt. Envt. Bd. Apr. 30, 1999).
59 See Southwestern Vermont Health Care Corp., No. 8B0537-EB, at 35 ("While
SVHC has taken mitigative measures, the sheer size of the Project, and the
traffic that would be created by, and the lighting that would result from, this
Project cannot be adequately mitigated, given the Project's sensitive location.");
In re Waterbury Shopping Village, Inc., No. 5W1068-EB, at 36 (Vt. Envt. Bd.
July 19, 1991) ("[A] substantially smaller commercial project would be more
likely to fit in with the nearby land uses and the historic settlement pattern,
would generate less traffic, and might not require a traffic signal.").
60 Bryant, No. 4BC0795-E,
at 22.
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project,61 creating a landscaping plan to preserve open space, 62 and
designing buildings to break up the mass of the project. 63
III. CERTIFICATE OF PUBLIC GOOD REVIEW BY PUBLIC
SERVICE BOARD

The Public Service Board ("PSB") is responsible for
approving all electric generation and transmission facilities in
Vermont.64 If the applicant has satisfies all of the required criteria,
the PSB will issue a "certificate of public good" allowing for
construction of the facility. 65 The review process, commonly
known as "Section 248," requires the facility to satisfy ten criteria,
including environmental criteria incorporated from Act 250, as
well as issues of need, reliability, and economic benefit.6 6 This
includes consideration of how the project will affect the development of the region,67 as well as how it will meet the need for
present and future demand for service.68 The PSB must find an
economic benefit to the state and its residents, 69 as well as
determine that the facility will comply with the energy plan
approved by the Department of Public Service. 70 Additionally, the
PSB will consider whether the facility will have an undue adverse
effect on aesthetics.7 '
61 Id.

In re Swain Dev. Corp., No. 3WO445-2-EB, at 32 (Vt. Envt. Bd.
Aug. 10,
1990).

62

63 Id.
64

VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 30,

65

id.

66

PUB.

§ 248(a)(2)(B) (2009).

SERV. BD., CITIZEN'S

GUIDE TO THE VERMONT

PUBLIC SERVICE

available at http://www.state.vt.us/
psb/document/Citizens Guide to_248.pdf.
67 tit. 30, §248(B)(1).
61 Id. § 248(b)(2).
69 Id § 248(b)(4).
70 Id. § 248(b)(7).
71 Id § 248(b)(5) ("[W]ith respect to an in-state facility, will not
have an undue
adverse effect on esthetics, historic sites, air and water purity, the natural
environment and the public health and safety, with due consideration having
been given to the criteria specified in 10 V.S.A. §§ 1424a(d) and 6086(a)(1)
through (8) and (9)(K) of Title 10").
BOARD'S

SECTION 248

PROCESS

2,
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The PSB is a quasi-judicial agency and consists of a fulltime chairman and two part-time board members, who are
appointed by the governor.72 The PSB is responsible for reviewing
all petitions that persons or utilities submit to build proposed
electric generation and transmission facilities under Section 248.73
Additionally, the Board must hold at least one non-technical public
hearing in at least one county in which any portion of the construction of the facility is to be located.7 4 After holding evidentiary
hearings and reviewing the briefs of each side, the PSB then makes
a decision on whether to grant a certificate of public good.
Similar to Act 250, a decision by the PSB may be appealed to the
Vermont Supreme Court. 76
IV.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ACT

250 & SECTION 248

In determining whether a facility will have an undue
adverse effect on aesthetics, Section 248 requires the PSB to give
due consideration to criterion eight of Act 250.77 Consequently, the
PSB has adopted Act 250's Quechee test for making this deter*
78
mination.

In addition to the Quechee test, the PSB also considers the
overall societal benefits of a proposed project. 79 Unlike an
application for an Act 250 permit, the PSB will not "mandate
rejection of a proposed project that, while presenting significant
aesthetic impacts, would also provide significant societal benefits."80 Therefore, even if a project does not fulfill the Quechee
test, the PSB may still grant approval if it has significant societal
benefits. The PSB treats the societal benefits of the facility as an
additional consideration for aesthetics review, and has declined to
PUB. SERV. BD., supranote 67, at 1.
7 PUB. SERv.BD., supranote 67, at 4.
74 tit. 30, § 248(a)(4)(a).
75 PUB. SERV. BD., supranote 67, at 9-10.
76 tit. 30, §234.
77 Id. § 248(b)(5).
78 In re EMDC, LLC (East Haven Windfarm), No. 6911 at 48 (PUB. SERV. BD.
July 17, 2006).
79
Id. at 48.
72

80

d.
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include consideration of societal benefits directly into the Quechee
test."
Other differences exist between Act 250 and Section 248.
First, projects reviewed by the PSB are exempt from Act 250 and
local zoning review.82 The rationale is to "assure [people] that the
statewide utility system would be efficiently and appropriately
designed to safely and reliably meet the needs of the citizens of the
state.
Additionally, the PSB makes the first decision in this
review process, instead of a district environmental commission.84
Further, the burdens of proof under Act 250 and Section
248 are different. Under Act 250, six of the ten criteria require that
the burden of proof be on the applicant, while the burden of proof
is on the party opposing the applicant to prove the remaining four
criteria, including aesthetics.8 5 Under Section 248, the burden is on
the applicant to prove each of the ten criteria required for a
certificate of public good. 86 A project reviewed by Section 248, as
opposed to a project reviewed under Act 250, must be examined
through each criterion; therefore, Section 248 is likely to be more
extensive than Act 250 in its review process.
Another difference between Act 250 and Section 248 is the
ability of citizens to participate in the review process. Under Act
250, party status in a proceeding before the district environmental
commissions is granted to the applicant, landowner (if the
applicant is not the landowner), the municipality where the project

81

82

Id. at 49.

VT. COMM'N ON WIND ENERGY REGULATORY POLICY,

FINDINGS AND

RECOMMENDATIONS 2-4 (2004), available at http://publicservice.vermont.gov/
energy/ee files/wind/WindCommissionFinalReport-12-15-04.pdf.
83Id.
8
4

1d.

10, § 6088 (2009). In addition to aesthetics, the burden is
the party opposing the applicant to show "unreasonable congestion or unsafe
conditions with respect to use of the highways, waterways, railways, airports
and airways, and other means of transportation existing or proposed" (criterion
five); "unreasonable burden on the ability of a municipality to provide educational services" (criterion six); and "unreasonable burden on the ability of the
local governments to provide municipal or governmental services" (criterion
seven). Id. §6086.
86 tit. 30, § 248(b).
8 VT. STAT. ANN. tit.
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is located, and any state agency affected by the proposed project.8
Act 250 also grants party status to an adjoining property owner or
any person who has a particular interest protected by the statute
that a decision by the district environmental commission may
affect.88 A petitioner for party status must petition the district
environmental commission, and include an explanation of their
interest in the proceeding. 89 In addition, Act 250 allows nonparties
to participate in its proceedings as "friends of the commission." 90
The district environmental commission has the authority to grant
this status and decide the extent to which these nonparties may
participate in the proceedings. 91 Under Section 248, the company
that filed the request for Board approval, the Department of Public
Service, and the Agency of Natural Resources are all automatically
formal parties in a proceeding. 92 For other persons, Section 248
allows party status to be obtained through intervention, either
"permissive" or "as of right." 93
Compared to Section 248, Act 250 makes it easier for
citizens to become involved in the review process because of the
broad statutory definition of party status. 94 Under Section 248, a
citizen can only become involved through intervention, which
requires a showing of a "substantial interest." 95 The different
language suggests that Section 248 requires a higher burden for
involvement in a proceeding than Act 250. Additionally, Section
248 does not contain a section similar to Act 250's "friend of the
commission" provision allowing nonparties to participate in the
proceedings.96 Nonparties may speak at public hearings and submit
written comments, but are not allowed to participate in the

tit. 10, § 6085(c)(1).
Id. § 6085(c)(1)(E).
89 Id. § 6085(c)(2).
90 Id. § 6085(c)(5).
91 Id.
92 PUB. SERV. BD., supranote
67, at 3.
93 PUB. SERV. BD., supranote 67, at 22.
94 tit. 10, § 6085(c)(1)(E).
95 PUB. SERV. BD., supranote 67, at 22.
96 See tit. 10, § 6085(c)(5) ("The district commission, on its own motion or by
petition, may allow nonparties to participate in any of its proceedings, without
being accorded party status.").
8

81
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evidentiary hearings. 97 Interveners under Section 248 are often
represented by attorneys, 9 8 and many familiar with the process note
that it is difficult for citizens to participate in the process without
legal representation.99 In contrast, in Act 250 proceedings, many
applicants and interested parties do not have attorneys. 100
By incorporating criterion eight into the Public Service
Board's review of electric generation facilities, the Board considers the permitting of wind farms, in part, under the Quechee
test. A survey of how the Public Service Board has evaluated these
projects under Quechee will provide the basis for determining
whether this test is appropriate for the permitting of wind farms in
Vermont.

9 PUB. SERv.BD., supranote 67, at 3.
98PUB. SERV. BD., supranote 67,
at 7.
99 VT. COMM'N ON WIND ENERGY REGULATORY POLICY, FINDINGS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS 21-23 (2004), available at http://publicservice.vermont.
gov/energy/eefiles/wind/WindCommissionFinalReport-12-15-04.pdf.
100 VT. INST. FOR Gov'T, Do IT YOURSELF: ACT 250 5 (2007), available at
http://crs.uvm.edu/citizens/act250.pdf.
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A Comparison of the Act 250, Section 248 Permit Processes
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Reviewin
g Body

Aesthetic
Criterion

for Considering
Aesthetics

Act 250
Land development
projects
District environmental
g Boy
ccommissions
omissonsPublic

Section 248
Electric generation/transmission
facilities
.
Service Board

"Will"[W]ill
u Will notrs havecan
undue adverse effect on
the scenic or natural
beauty of the area,
aesthetics, historic sites
or rare and
irreplaceablen
laeasl

not have an undue
adverse effect on esthetics,
hitrcitsaran

StandardQuechee
Quechee test
Undue water or air
pollution and soil
erosion, undesirable
effects on the water

Other
Criteria

Burden
of Proof
.

supply, unreasonable
traffic congestion,
unreasonable burden on
education, municipal or
government services,
and conformance with
local and regional plans
Six of the ten criteria
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for the opposing party
trf(including

aesthetics)

water purity, the natural
environment and the public
health and safety, with due
consideration
having been
given
to the criteria
specified in
advers ee[Act 250]"
test, consideration of
overall societal benefits of a
proposed project

Issues of need, reliability, and
economic benefit, including
how the project will affect the
region where it is located and
the demand for the service it
will provide

All ten criteria for applicant
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V. CASE STUDIES

A. Searsburg
i. Overview
A 6-megawatt commercial-scale wind powered generating
station in Searsburg, Vermont was the first large scale wind farm
that the PSB approved.' 0 ' The turbines were to be located along a
ridge in a heavily forested section of the Green Mountains in
Southern Vermont. 102
In applying the Quechee test, the PSB found that the wind
project would have an adverse affect on the aesthetics of the
area.103 Although the project would not be visible in most
locations, due to the surrounding woodlands, and the area was rural
with only a few residents located near the site, 104 the PSB found
the project would pose an adverse affect on aesthetics because the
turbines would be visible from two of the surrounding dwellings
and a state highway. 0 5 The PSB concluded that, "[g]iven that the
area in which the wind turbines are proposed is largely undeveloped with many scenic attributes, the siting of eleven large wind
turbines on this heavily wooded ridgeline will be substantially out
of context with, and will not 'fit,' the existing scenic qualities of
the area."1 06
The PSB then considered whether the project would have
an undue burden on the aesthetics of the community. After finding
that the Town of Searsburg did not have a town plan or other
standards for aesthetics, the PSB considered whether the project
would be shocking or offensive to the average person.0 7 The PSB
held this factor satisfied because "[w]ith adequate information

101
In Re Green Mountain Power Corp. (Searsburg),No. 5823 at 3 (PUB. SERV.
BD.
102 May 16, 1996).
Id at7.
10
Id at 24.
104

Id at 23

05

Id. at 24.

106

107 Id at 25.
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about the benefits of sustainable wind-generated electrical energy
over other energy alternatives, the average person should not find
this proposed project shocking or offensive." '0 The PSB held that
while people close to the project may find the project offensive,
this is not representative of the "average person" because the
public, as a whole, generally accepts wind power facilities.' 09
Moreover, the PSB noted that there had not been a "substantial
public outcry" against the site of this project, from either the local
towns or environmental groups, which indicated there was little
opposition to this facility.' 10
Finally, the PSB considered whether the applicant has
taken any mitigating steps for this project. It held this factor satisfied because the applicant selected a site in a remote location not
highly visible from other locations."' The PSB also held that the
applicant needed to take other steps to mitigate the aesthetic
impact, including: hiring a landscape architect to review the design
and final construction plans of the facility, as well as requiring the
applicant to develop a public information or education program on
the proposed project and the benefits of wind power. 112
ii. Analysis
An analysis of Searsburg through both Act 250 and Section
248 is necessary for understanding the effectiveness of Section 248
in reviewing commercial wind projects. Under Act 250, Searsburg
would have been reviewed solely through the Quechee test. Here, a
district environmental commission would likely have found that
108 Id
109

1io

Id

1i1 Id. at 24.
112 Id. at 25. Additionally, compared to Sheffield and East Haven, the other
commercial wind energy projects considered by the Public Service Board,
Searsburg's wind turbines were considerably smaller. The Board found
Searsburg's turbines to be a total height of 198 feet, compared to 420 feet for
Searsburg and 329 feet for East Haven. UPC Vermont Wind, LLC (Sheffield),
No. 7156, at 3 ; EMDC, LLC (East Haven), No. 6911 at 10 ; Green Mountain
Corp. Searsburg,No. 5823 at 7. The Public Service Board granted a ertificate
of Public Good for an expansion to Searsburg in 2009. In Re Amended Petition
of Deerfield Wind, LLC, No. 7250 at 3 (PUB. SERV. BD. April 4, 2009).
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the project posed an adverse impact on the surrounding area, for
reasons similar to those found by the PSB." 3 The determinative
question, therefore, is how an Act 250 review of Searsburg would
interpret the second part of the Quechee test: whether the adverse
impact is "undue."
In Searsburg, the PSB's decision on whether the project
would be shocking or offensive to the average person appears to be
based, in part, on the societal benefits of wind. The PSB
determined that adequate information about the benefits of wind
would not lead the average person to find the project shocking or
offensive.11 4 While the PSB did not explicitly refer to the consideration of societal benefits in making this determination, this
consideration appears to have been an important part of the PSB's
reasoning.
If Searsburg had been reviewed under Act 250, it is likely
to have produced different results. An Act 250 review would have
considered whether the turbines "would be so out of character with
its surroundings or so significantly diminish the scenic qualities of
the area as to be offensive or shocking to the average person,
instead of considering the societal benefit of wind power."'' Here,
the PSB noted that this project would consist of eleven turbines on
a heavily wooded ridgeline. 116 Given that the Environmental Board
found projects with similar characteristics to be shocking or offensive,117 Searsburg would likely not have satisfied this component
of the undue burden analysis of the Quechee test. The significant
difference between the review of Searsburg through Act 250 and
Section 248 is the consideration of societal benefits. While Searsburg would likely not have satisfied Act 250, the consideration of
societal benefits allowed Searsburg to fulfill Section 248.

113See

supra notes 105-09 and accompanying text.
Green Mountain Corp. (Searsburg),No. 5823 at 25.
115 In re Sw. Vt. Health Care Corp., No. 8B0537-EB, at 35 (Vt.
Envt. Bd. Feb.
22, 2001).
116 Green Mountain Corp. (Searsburg),No. 5823
at 24.
11 See supranotes 56-59 and accompanying text.
114
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B. Sheffield
i.

Overview

The Sheffield Wind Project is the second high-elevation,
wind generation project that the PSB has approved. While the PSB
acknowledged the impact that this project would have on the
aesthetics of the area, it approved the project because it satisfied
the three undue burden factors of the Quechee test." 8
This project entailed a 16-turbine, 40 megawatt wind generation facility to be located in Sheffield, Vermont. 119 The turbines
were to be located high on a mountain ridgeline, and would be
visible from many vantage points. 120 Sheffield, located in
Caledonia County, is part of the "Northeast Kingdom," a rural and
low populated region of Vermont.121 The project expected to
produce enough electricity to supply the demands of 15,000
homes; equal to approximately 45% of the homes in the Northeast

Kingdom.122
In determining whether the Sheffield Wind Project met the
aesthetics requirement for a certificate of public good, the PSB
found that the facility posed an adverse aesthetic impact; neither
party disputed this fact. The PSB concluded that the turbines
would be out of character with the surrounding area.123 The PSB
then determined whether there would be an undue adverse impact
of the Sheffield Wind Project.
In considering whether this project violated a clear, written,
community standard, the PSB first looked at the Northeast
11s

In re UPC Vermont Wind, LLC (Sheffield), No. 7156, at 65 (PUB. SERV. BD.,

Aug. 8,2007).
9
Id. at 3.
120id

11

121 The

name, "Northeast Kingdom," representing Caledonia, Orleans, and Essex
counties, is said to have come from the aesthetics of the region. Governor
Aiken, on a visit to the region in 1949, is reported to have said that because the
area was so beautiful, it should be called a kingdom. Vermont's Northeast
Kingdom Geotourism Project, About Vermont's Northeast Kingdom,
http://www.travelthekingdom.com/geotourism/aboutnortheastkingdom.htm (last
visited Nov. 12, 2008).
122 UPC Vermont Wind LLC (Sheffield), No. 7156
at 15.
123

id
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Development Association ("NVDA") Regional Plan.124 This plan
identified the area surrounding the proposed facility as a "rural
area" district where there should be little commercial or industrial
development, unless it is in a designated industrial park.125 The
plan also stated that development in the area should be compatible
with existing land uses and development plans. 126 The PSB
determined this plan did not contain clear, written community
standards because it did not specify particular scenic areas that
would be impacted by the project.127 Instead, the plan only referred
to maintaining the rural areas in the Northeast Kingdom, and did
not include preserving the aesthetics or scenic beauty of the
area.128
The PSB also reviewed Sutton's town plan to see if the
project violated a clear, written standard. 129 As none of the
facilities of the project would be located in Sutton,130 the PSB held
that their plan could not be considered under this factor."' While
the PSB noted that the aesthetic impacts on Sutton were not
inconsequential, it held that if it were to review this town plan, it
would have to review the plans of every town that has a view of
this project; a policy that is not applied by regulatory bodies in
Vermont. 132 The PSB reasoned that if it were to consider the town
plans of neighboring municipalities in these decisions it would
undermine the independence of the local planning process.133
While the PSB will not consider the plan for other towns, it does
consider a regional plan. 134 Here, the PSB held "[lt]o the extent that
a municipality wishes to have some control over land outside of its
borders, it should participate in the development of the regional

124

125 id.

1261Id at 65-66.
127 Id at 66.

UPC Vermont Wind LLC (Sheffield), No. 7156 at 66.
id
130 Id. Sheffield, the town where this project was to be located,
did not have a
town plan.
128

129

131id.
132

Id. at 67.

133id.

134 UPC Vermont Wind LLC (Sheffield), No. 7156 at 67.
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plan."1 35 While the PSB will not consider other town plans in
considering an undue burden on aesthetics, towns do have the
option of using a regional plan to regulate aesthetics in neighboring
municipalities.
Next, the PSB considered whether the applicant had taken
any mitigating steps to improve the harmony of the project with its
surroundings.1 36 The PSB held that it was not possible to provide
screening for a 420-foot wind turbine in order to limit the visibility
of the project.137 However, the PSB did find the applicant took
other mitigating steps, including: "painting the proposed turbine
colors that would blend more easily with the sky, siting the Project
near an existing transmission line, and the proposed placement of
the turbines, access roads, collector lines, and substation, to
minimize the aesthetic impact of the Project.""' The PSB found
that applicant satisfied this factor of the undue burden analysis
because of the mitigating measures.1 39
Finally, the PSB considered whether the Sheffield Wind
Project would be shocking or offensive to the average person. 140 it
found the project satisfied this factor because, "[lt]he majority of
the views of the Project are from a distance such that the size
would not be overwhelming. Viewed from such distances, the
average person would not find the scale of the Project shocking or
offensive."141 The PSB noted that the Quechee test does not
guarantee that the aesthetics of an area will not change. 142 While
the PSB recognized the project would affect scenic quality of the
ridgelines, it reasoned that the change was not so great as to be
shocking or offensive to the average person.143

13

Id.

36

1 Id at 68.
137 id
Id. See also Candace Page, Critics opposeplanfor fewer, largerwind towers,
BURLINGTON FREE PRESS, Sept. 26, 2006, at lA (describing how the applicants
scaled back the number of towers for the project to improve its visual impact).
139 UPC Vermont Wind LLC (Sheffield), No. 7156 at 68.
140

141

Id. at 69.

142

143

id
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ii. Analysis

Unlike Searsburg, Sheffield would have satisfied Act 250.
The PSB did not appear to consider the project's societal benefits
in its reasoning. Rather, the PSB based its decision on the factors
considered under Act 250 for the shocking or offensive component.144 The PSB did not need to give additional consideration to
the project's societal benefits in its analysis because the project
satisfied the Quechee test. Under the Quechee test, the PSB
examined how the turbines would fit with the surrounding
community, and based its decision on how the project would affect
the views of the ridgeline.145 Unlike Searsburg, where the Board
held the benefits of wind would lead the average person to not find
the project shocking or offensive,1 46 the PSB did not include this
type of reasoning in its decision.
Sheffield illustrates how the PSB uses the Quechee test in
the Section 248 permit process. If a project satisfies the test, it
meets the aesthetic criterion of Section 248. In this way, the aesthetics consideration is exactly the same as Act 250. The difference
between Act 250 and Section 248 exists when a project does not
pass the Quechee test. The PSB will also consider the societal
benefits, which may allow the project to satisfy the aesthetics
criterion even if the project did not pass the Quechee test. In
Sheffield, the project satisfied the Quechee test and therefore did
not require a consideration of societal benefits in its analysis.
C. East Haven
i.

Overview

The East Haven Windfarm was a wind project rejected by
the PSB. Unlike Searsburg and Sheffield, the two high-elevations,
wind generation projects, this project failed meet the undue burden
standard of the Quechee test. A look at the review of this project
144 See supra notes 144-47 and accompanying text.
145See

supra notes 126-47 and accompanying text.

146 Green Mountain Power Corp. (Searsburg),No. 5823 at 25.
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gives insight into when the Board considers a wind project to pose
an undue burden on the aesthetics of the surrounding area.
East Haven Windfarm was a proposal for a four-turbine,
six-megawatt windfarm on East Mountain in East Haven,
Vermont, 147 located on the ridgeline of the mountain. East Haven
is located in a rural part of the state consisting mainly of mixed
woodlands and undulating terrain.148 East Mountain is the highest
peak within a series of peaks at the southern edge of the Northeast
Kingdom, and is the second-highest peak in the entire Northeast
Kingdom.149 The PSB found this project was necessary for meeting
the renewable power demands of the region. 150
In considering the aesthetic impact of the East Haven
Windfarm under the Quechee test, the PSB found that the project
would have an adverse impact on the aesthetics of the surrounding
area.' 5 1 Similar to Searsburg and Sheffield, the PSB reasoned that
this structure would be out of context with its surroundings.' 52
The PSB then considered if the East Haven Windfarm
would pose an undue burden on aesthetics. First, the PSB held the
project would not violate a clear, written community standard
because neither the town plan nor the regional plan met this
factor. 153 Next, the PSB considered whether the applicant had
taken any mitigating steps to improve the harmony of the project
with its surroundings. Several mitigating steps had been taken,
including selecting a color for the towers that would help them
blend into the background and proposing lighting that minimizes
any additional adverse visual impact. 54 However, the site chosen
for this project was not found to mitigate the overall aesthetic
effects of the wind farm. 155 While this site helped mitigate the
aesthetic impacts for those viewing the site from a distance, it did

147 EMDC, LLC (EastHaven Winafarm), No. 6911 at 3.
148id

149 Id at 13.
150

Id at 22.

151 Id

152

153

at 52.

EMDC, LLC (EastHaven Windfarm), No. 6911 at 52-53.
Id. at 53.

154

1 Id at 5.
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not do the same on those in close proximity to the project. 156 This
is because the site is on the highest point in the region and
surrounded by land that had been conserved as a result of large
expenditures of time and public funds. 157 The applicant was not
found to have taken mitigating steps to improve the harmony of the
project with its surroundings.' 5 8
Finally, the PSB considered whether the East Haven Wind
Project would be shocking or offensive to the average person. It
concluded that while the project would not be shocking or
offensive to those viewing it from a distance, it would be to those
living in the area surrounding the project. 159 Similar to the previous
factor, the PSB based this decision on the "remote, rugged,
undeveloped nature of the lands" and in recognition that the land
had been "preserved in an undeveloped condition for the public's
use and enjoyment."160 The PSB recognized that there had been a
public investment in keeping this area as wilderness, and held that
because of these efforts, the project would be out of context in this
area.161
ii. Analysis

In East Haven, the PSB relied exclusively on the Quechee
test in considering the aesthetic impact of the wind farm. East
Haven posed an undue burden on aesthetics because the applicant
had not sufficiently mitigated the burden on aesthetics. The PSB
found the project would be shocking or offensive to the average
person.162 It decided East Haven as if Act 250 was the controlling
law by only considering the Quechee test in its analysis.
Unlike Searsburg, East Haven gave no consideration to the
benefits of wind power in its analysis. The PSB did not rely on its
prior reasoning in Searsburg. In holding that East Haven did not
mitigate the aesthetic burden of the project, the PSB based this
156
157

Id at 53-54.

15s
159

EMDC, LLC (EastHaven Windfarm), No. 6911 at 54.

Id at 54.

o60
Id. at 56.
161

162

Id.
See supra notes 158-165 and accompanying text.
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decision on how people living in close proximity to the site would
view the wind turbines.' 63 The PSB followed a similar reasoning in
its discussion of whether the project would be shocking or
offensive, by only discussing the aesthetic impact for those living
in the areas surrounding the project.164
If East Haven had been decided using similar reasoning as
Searsburg, the PSB would have considered how the benefits of
wind power would affect whether the average person would find
the project shocking or offensive. Because of the project's location
in this rural area, East Haven would likely have not satisfied Act
250. It remains possible that if the PSB had reviewed East Haven
with adequate consideration of societal benefits, it may have
decided this case differently.
VI. PUBLIC OPINION ON WIND FACILITIES IN VERMONT

The controversy over large wind farm projects in Vermont
has resulted in mixed opinions its citizens. There is a consensus in
the state to develop alternative energy sources.165 However, there
remain divergent opinions as to whether wind farms belong on
ridge lines. 166 The difference in views on this issue has also
become political, with lawmakers divided over support for construction of wind farms around the state, and preserving Vermont's
natural surroundings. Governor Jim Douglas and Lieutenant
Governor Brian Dubie, both Republicans who share similar policy
positions, have taken different regarding for large wind development projects.167 Governor-elect Peter Shumlin, a Democrat, has
offered support for commercial wind energy.
Supporters of these projects argue that the benefits of wind
power make them worth pursuing. Much of this support comes
EMDC, LLC (EastHaven Windfarm), No. 6911 at 53-54.
supra notes 163-165 and accompanying text.
165 See Louis Porter, Environmentalists find taking sides on wind is tricky,
163

164See

BARRE-MONTPELIER TIMES ARGUS, Mar. 30, 2006 (discussing how environ-

mentalists have conflicting views over commercial wind projects around the
state).
66id
167

Nancy Remsen, Candidates mix it up in debate, BURLINGTON
FREE PRESS,

Nov. 3, 2008, at IB.
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from concerns over rising energy costs. One supporter of wind
farms argues, "[b]y controlling our energy costs with renewables
such as wind, we are preparing ourselves for a brighter energy
future. The sooner we move in this direction the better off we will
be-both economically and environmentally." 168 Support for these
projects has also come from environmental groups, such as the
Conservation Law Foundation, who. in supporting the East Haven
Wind Farm, argued that operating the wind turbines would reduce
pollutants and provide enough electricity to power 3,000 homes.169
Opponents of large wind farms are mainly concerned over
the aesthetic impacts of these projects. Residents living in towns
near the site of a proposed wind farm argue the structures will
impair their scenic views of the surrounding mountains. Residents
of Sutton who opposed the Sheffield Wind Project argued the
project would be contrary to their town plan, which emphasizes
natural beauty and scenic areas.' 7 0 Further, some opponents have
organized opposition groups to protest the building of wind
farms. 171 Many others do not outright oppose these projects, but
argue that the state should be cautious in allowing their
construction. 172
Objections have also been raised regarding the impact of
wind farms on the environment. Specifically, there is concern that
wind turbines will interfere with the migration of birds and other
animals in the area.' 7 3 The rejection of, like in East Haven, was in
part due to the applicant's refusal to carry out studies on how the
168

Barbara Grimes, Editorial, Benefits of Wind Power,

BURLINGTON FREE

PRESS, Oct. 13, 2005, at 5A.

Conservation

Law Foundation, East Haven Wind Farm, Vermont,
http://www.clf.org/programs/cases.asp?id=632 (last visited Nov. 15, 2008).
170 Tim Johnson, Sutton adds $50,000 to fight wind towers,
BURLINGTON FREE
PRESS, Nov. 10, 2006, at lB.
171See Ridge Protectors, http://www.ridgeprotectors.org (last visited Nov. 15,
2008) (discussing the group's goals of protecting Vermont's ridgelines).
169

172 See Editorial, Caution in the Wind, BURLINGTON FREE PRESS, Sept. 30,

2004, at 10A ("Vermont must move in a measured, thoughtful way as it
considers the potential and pitfalls of wind power.").
173 See U.S. DEP'T OF ENERGY, 20% WIND ENERGY BY 2030: INCREASING WIND

ENERGY'S CONTRIBUTION TO U.S.

ELECTRICITY

SUPPLY 111-14

(2008),

available at http://wwwl.eere.energy.gov/windandhydro/pdfs/41869.pdf (discussing wildlife risks of wind energy projects).
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wind turbines would affect birds and bats.174 Opponents argue that
large commercial wind projects will unduly interfere with wildlife
in rural areas.
The opposing views on wind farms make it a challenge to
find an appropriate standard for evaluating the aesthetic impact of
these projects. 175 While there is general consensus over the need to
develop alternative energy sources, citizens remain concerned
about the long-term effects of wind farms on ridgelines. An
appropriate standard for evaluation of these projects, therefore,
must take into account all of these concerns.
VII. WIND FACILITIES AND AESTHETICS IN OTHER
JURISDICTIONS

Wind farms are a vital alternative energy source in other
countries around the world. While wind power supplies less than
1% of the United States' electricity, Denmark relies on wind for
20% of its electricity demand.176 Compared to other states per
capita, Vermont produces a high level of wind energy electricity,177 but has fewer wind energy projects than most states.178 A

174

Candance Page, The Way to Wind, BURLINGTON

at

lA.

FREE PRESS,

Aug. 19, 2007,

While not a factor in the Section 248 permit process, public opinion over
wind farms seems likely to have had some influence on the outcome of these
project proposals. See I Green Mountain Power Corp. (Searsburg),No. 5823 at
25 (discussing the lack of opposition to the Searsburg wind farm); Candace
Page, The Way to Wind, BURLINGTON FREE PRESS, Aug. 19, 2007, at IA
(discussing the support of Sheffield's town leaders as a factor in the approval of
the wind project); Page, supranote 177, at IA(discussing opposition to the East
Haven wind farm by businesspeople, residents, and other community groups).
176 AMERICAN WIND ENERGY ASSOCIATION, WIND POWER TODAY 2 (2007),
http://www.awea.org/pubs/factsheets/ WindPowerToday 2007.pdf.
17 Statemaster.com, Wind Energy Electricity Production (per capita) (most
recent) by state, http://www.statemaster.com/graph/ene win ene ele pro
percap-wind-electricity-production-per-capita (last visited Mar. 11, 2009).
17s A ranking of the states by wind energy power, based on existing projects and
those under construction, ranks Vermont 32 out of the 50 states for total wind
power capacity. See AMERICAN WIND ENERGY ASSOCIATION, U.S WIND
ENERGY PROJECTS, http://www.awea.org/projects/ Default.aspx (listing existing
wind projects and those under construction throughout the United States). See
175
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look at how these other countries and states use wind energy helps
to evaluate the effectiveness of Vermont's aesthetic evaluation of
wind farms.
The success of wind power in other countries can be attributed to many factors. First, extensive government involvement,
for example, in Germany, legislative acts have been used to promote renewable energy, including wind power.179 In 1991, passage
of the "Electricity Feed Law" guaranteed German wind turbine
operators payment of 90 percent of the retail price of electricity.1so
This incentive to produce wind energy is said to have led the
industry to grow by "leaps and bounds."181 Tax incentives are
another means of promoting renewable energy sources. Canada
permits investors in renewable energy projects to fully write off
intangible start-up costs.1 82 This write off provides an incentive for
investment in the technology, and has contributed to the growth of
renewable energy projects. Policies such as these have been
important factors in the success of wind power projects in foreign
countries.
Public involvement has been another factor in the success
of wind power in other countries. Citizens in other countries play
an active role in selecting the location and design of many wind
projects. An essential part of this process is community meetings,
where citizens have been able to present goals, intentions, benefits,
and impacts of the proposed project.184 For many of these projects,
citizens are investors,18 5 making them economically committed to
the success of wind power.1 86
also U.S. DEP'T OF ENERGY, supranote 176, at 10 (showing the forty-six states
that would have substantial wind development by 2030).
179 Kamaal R. Zaidi, Wind Energy and its Impact on Future Environmental

Policy Planning:PoweringRenewable Energy in Canadaand Abroad, 11 ALB.
L. ENVTL. OUTLOOK 198, 246 (2007).

180MARTIN J. PASQUALETTI ET AL. EDS.,

WIND POWER IN VIEW: ENERGY

LANDSCAPES INA CROWDED WORLD 134 (2002).
181
Id. at 93.
182 Zaidi, supranote 182,
at 214.
13 See also id at 214-18 (discussing the public policies used in Spain,
United
Kingdom, Ireland, Australia, China, India, and Japan to promote wind energy).
184 PASQUALETTI, supra note 182, at 94-95.
15
Id. at 94.
186Id at 127.
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Countries relying on wind energy have taken into account
the aesthetic impact of these projects. In Denmark, wind farms are
designed with a visual order to fit the landscape.18 7 They are
designed for the purpose of giving the project an identifiable
shape, limiting the aesthetic burden.188 Additionally, they are
designed to make open space stand out and prevent "visual confusion." 189 Countries have also minimized the aesthetic impact of
wind farms by using technology to avoid disrupting the
surrounding landscape. 190 Modem wind turbines, for example, are
designed to avoid light reflection and reduce noise emissions.191
Such efforts to minimize aesthetic consequences have helped
develop wind power projects in these countries.
While wind power is not used in the United States to the
same extent as it is in foreign countries, here, states have developed procedures for reviewing these projects. In 2002, Governor
Douglas created the Commission on Wind Energy Regulatory
Policy ("Commission") for the purpose of determining whether the
current regulatory process was appropriate for the review of wind
farms in Vermont.192 The report of the Commission included an
analysis of the permitting process used in other states. An
overview of the Commission's findings explains how other states
deal with the aesthetic burden of wind farms.
The Commission evaluated the permit processes in New
York, Pennsylvania, Oregon, and Minnesota, and found both
similarities and differences with Vermont's permit process. It
found Pennsylvania's process for reviewing wind projects to be
most different from Vermont's Section 248. Pennsylvania did not
use a state-wide process for the permitting of wind farms, and gave
individual counties and townships the responsibility of approving

1
18 8

Id. at 119.

id.

189

d

190 Id. at 93,125.
191Id.
192 EXECUTIVE DEP'T,

STATE

OF

VT.,

COMMISSION

ON

WIND

ENERGY

Order No. 04-04 (July 12, 2004), available at
http://governor.vermont.gov/orders/executive-orders.shtml.
REGULATORY POLICY, Exec.
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the projects.1 93 In the counties and towns that have established
wind farm permit processes, none included any specific aesthetic
criteria, nor did they rely heavily on public hearings.194 The
Commission found that with the exception of a few complaints in
specific areas of the state, citizens embraced wind power in
Pennsylvania. 195 Similarly, in reviewing New York's permit process, the Commission found the review of most wind projects was
done at the local level1 96 because the state's public service law
generally did not cover these types of projects. Local governments
are free to establish their own criteria for the permitting of wind
farms, and some have enacted requirements for aesthetics.1 97
Oregon and Minnesota had a permit process similar to
Vermont's Section 248. In Oregon, the state-wide process for
energy facilities included consideration of aesthetics.198 Oregon's
Siting Council reviewed a proposed facility to determine whether it
had adverse impacts on the environment and community.199 This
review included consideration of whether any "significant or
important" scenic values are identified and whether the facility had
a "significant adverse impact" on those values. 200 If this is found,
an applicant must take steps to mitigate the aesthetic burden of the
facility. 20 1
Minnesota uses a similar state-wide review of wind farm
202
Unlike Vermont, Minnesota utilizes a streamlined
projects.
timeframe for reviewing permits for wind projects, with a 180-day
193 VT. COMM'N ON WIND ENERGY REGULATORY POLICY,

REGULATORY

BACKGROUND RESEARCH REPORT 4-15 (2004). See also Mark K. Dausch,

Analyzing a Municipality's Authority to Enact the Model Ordinancefor Wind
Energy Facilities in Pennsylvania, 45 DUQ. L. REV. 47 (2006) (discussing the
Model Ordinance for Wind Energy Facilities in Pennsylvania).
194 VT. COMM'N ON WIND ENERGY REGULATORY POLICY, supra note 196, at 4-

16.

195id
196

Id at 4-14.

197

id
Id at4-10.

19 8
199

Id

200 VT. COMM'N ON WIND ENERGY REGULATORY POLICY, supra note 196, at 4-

10.
201

id

202

Id at 4-8.
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time limit for the entire process. 203 Additionally, the law required
notice of public meetings to be mailed to interested parties.2 0 4 The
state does require a consideration of aesthetics, but the Commission found that this was not as evolved as Vermont's Quechee
test. 205
The geographical location of wind projects in these states
are often different than the sites used for projects in Vermont. In
Minnesota, for example, wind projects are generally located on flat
farm and pasture lands. 206 The difference of location makes them
less visible than most wind projects in Vermont, which are often
on ridgelines and highly visible to the surrounding communities.207
Nonetheless, the permit processes used in these states provides a
useful background for evaluating Vermont's Section 248.
At the federal level, aesthetics is considered for the siting
of electric transmission facilities. The Energy Policy Act of 2005
requires the Secretary of Energy to do a study of electric transmission congestion every three years for the purpose of designating
"geographic area experiencing electric energy transmission capacity constraints or congestion that adversely affects consumers.
. . ,208 The Secretary is permitted to designate these areas as a
"national interest electric transmission corridor" if it is found,
among other things, that the economic development of the corridor
may be constrained by lack of adequate or reasonably priced
electricity, economic growth in the corridor may be jeopardized by
reliance on limited sources of energy, and the energy independence
of the country would be served by the designation.2 0 9
id.

203
204

id.

205
206

VT. COMM'N ON WIND ENERGY REGULATORY POLICY, supra note 196, at 4-8.

A proposed wind farm project in Massachusetts, to be located near
Cape Cod,
Martha's Vineyard, and Nantucket, involves many similar concerns that
confront commercial wind energy projects in Vermont. This project, which
could be America's first offshore wind farm, is located in an area that, similar to
Vermont's ridgelines, has drawn opposition for its "visual pollution." Editorial,
Blowhards: The FabulousDebate over Wind Power on Nantucket Sound, WALL
ST . J., Jan. 24, 2009, at A 10.
208 16 U.S.C.S. § 824p(a)(1)-(2) (LexisNexis
2005).
209 Id § 824p(a)(4).
207
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For these areas designated as corridors, the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 gives the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
("FERC") the authority, under certain circumstances, to issue a
permit for the construction or modification of electric transmission
facilities. 210 FERC must find that the facility will be used for the
transmission of electric energy in interstate commerce, will be
consistent with the public interest, will significantly reduce
transmission congestion in interstate commerce and protect or
benefit consumers, will be consistent with sound national energy
policy and enhance energy independence, and will maximize, to
the extent reasonable and economical, the transmission capabilities
of existing towers or structures. 211
For these electric transmission facilities, FERC has issued
regulations regarding the environmental report that must be
submitted during the permit process. 212 These reports include
consideration of aesthetics, requiring the applicant to "[d]escribe
the impact the project will have on present uses of the affected
areas ... and the aesthetic value of the land and its features" 213 and
"[d]escribe the visual characteristics of the lands and waters
affected by the project. Components of this description include a
description of how the transmission line project facilities will
impact the visual character of project right-of-way and surrounding
vicinity, and measures proposed to lessen these impacts."2 FERC
then considers this report in the decision-making process on

210 Id.

§ 824p(b)(1). See also FED. ENERGY REGULATORY COMM'N, A GUIDE TO

THE FERC ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION FACILITIES PERMIT PROCESS 5, available at

http://www.ferc.gov/for-citizens/citizen-guides/electric/guide-transmission-808.pdf ("[I]fthe states either withhold approval for more than one year, do not
have the authority to site transmission facilities, or cannot consider interstate
project benefits of facilities proposed to be constructed in a National Corridor,
or if a transmitting utility does not serve end users in a state, the Commission
has the authority to consider an application and to issue a permit to construct the
proposed facilities.").
211 16 U.S.C.S. § 824p(b)(2)-(6).
212 18 C.F.R. § 380.16 (2009). These regulations implement
the National
Environmental Policy Act, which establishes environmental policies and goals
for federal agencies. 42 U.S.C.S.§4331 (LexisNexis 2009).
213 18 C.F.R. § 380.16(j)(9).
214
Id. § 380.16(j)(l1).
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whether the applicant has satisfied the environmental requirements
for the facility.2 1 5
While FERC does consider aesthetics in the siting of
electric transmission facilities, the standards are less stringent than
those required by Act 250 or Section 248. Compared to Act 250
and Section 248, where aesthetics is a primary part of the review
process, aesthetics under FERC is one of many considerations in
the environmental assessment. Further, FERC does not appear to
use a test similar to Quechee. This suggests that if any part of
Vermont were to be considered a "national interest electric transmission corridor," the applicant would be subject to an aesthetics
review that is less stringent than the Section 248 permit process.
VIII. IMPROVING THE AESTHETICS REVIEW OF WIND
FACILITIES IN VERMONT

The review of aesthetics for wind farms under Section 248
can be improved by modifying the shocking or offensive
consideration of the undue burden analysis. Despite the challenges
that exist with permitting wind farms, Section 248 is appropriate
for considering the aesthetic burden of these projects. Wind
projects, like other electric facilities, provide a benefit to Vermont
by generating electricity. Given the importance of alternative,
1
"clean"
energy, 216 it is appropriate to review these projects under
Section 248, which allows consideration of their societal benefits.
While the Quechee test is appropriate for evaluating the
aesthetic burden of wind projects, Section 248 could be made more
effective in reviewing these projects. Modifying the aesthetic
review of commercial wind projects will better help Vermont
balance the societal benefits and aesthetic burdens of wind farms.
2 15

216

Id. §380.11.
See

JAMES MOORE, VT. PUB. INTEREST GROUP,

A DECADE OF CHANGE: A
Future (2006), available at
http://www.vpirg.org/sites/default/files/resources/2006-VPIREF-Decade-ofchange.pdf ("While reducing global warming is one reason to create a clean,
safe, and affordable energy future for Vermont, there are many resulting benefits
that we stand to gain from such a move. These include the economic
opportunities that accompany locally developed sustainable projects, enhanced
reliability of our electricity grid, and improved air quality.").
VISION FOR VERMONT'S

RENEWABLE ENERGY
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A. "Strict Scrutiny" Under Adverse Impact
The first part of the Quechee test is appropriate for the
aesthetic review of commercial wind projects. The three projects
discussed in this note have not met the first part of the test 217
because the design of these structures did not fit the context of the
rural area where they were to be located. The Public Service Board
interpreted this part of the Quechee test similar to the Vermont
Environmental Board's interpretation, which invoked a "strict
scrutiny" analysis for projects
on ridges and mountaintops. 218 For
proposed facilities in these locations, there is a high burden which
must be met to satisfy the first prong of the Quechee test. Under
"strict scrutiny," the Vermont Environmental Board has given
these projects the highest level of review regarding aesthetic
impact. Often, these projects are not found to satisfy this burden,
and must undergo the undue burden analysis.
"Strict scrutiny," requiring a high burden to meet the
adverse impact prong of the Quechee test, is appropriate for commercial wind projects because of their potential aesthetic conesquences. Since wind farms are out of context in most locations, it
is appropriate for the Public Service Board to use this extra level of
review in considering their adverse impact. This ensures that the
Board reviews these projects for an undue burden, and avoids
approving a wind farm that significantly disrupts the aesthetics of
the surrounding area.
B. Modifying the Undue Burden Analysis
While the adverse impact prong of the Quechee test is
appropriate for reviewing commercial wind projects, Section 248
could benefit from changes in the undue burden analysis.

UPC Vermont Wind, LLC (Sheffield), No. 7156, at 65. EMDC, LLC (East
Haven), No. 6911 at 52 ;Green Mountain Power Corp. (Searsburg),No. 5823 at
24.
218 Norman Williams & Tammara Van Ryn-Lincoln, The Aesthetic Criterion in
Vermont's EnvironmentalLaw, 3 HOFSTRA PROP. L.J. 89, 134 (1990).
217
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Of the three factors, both the local community standard and
the mitigating steps factors are adequate for reviewing commercial
wind projects. Similar to reviewing permits for development under
Act 250, the consideration of a community standard allows towns
input into the Section 248 process. This inclusion gives citizens an
opportunity to enact their own aesthetic regulations outside of state
laws. Further, the Public Service Board is correct in holding that it
may not consider the community standards of every town in site of
a proposed project.2 19 This would allow towns too much authority
in the review of commercial wind projects, and would make it
difficult for projects that are in view of multiple towns to satisfy
the Section 248 permit process. In considering regional plans in the
Section 248 analysis, the Board provides a way for towns to deal
with the aesthetic burden of wind farms in a neighboring town.2 20
Beyond the local community standard, increased citizen
involvement can be an effective way to resolve aesthetic concerns
of commercial wind projects. The success of other countries in
developing wind power has been in large part due to involving
citizens in the process.221 Here, the Commission recommended
increasing public and local official education regarding the Section
248 process and appointing a contact person to assist citizens
222
during this process.22
Efforts such as these can help to improve the
review of aesthetics for commercial wind projects.
Regarding mitigation, the PSB has adequately taken into
account many different approaches that effectively limit the
aesthetic burden of wind farms. Similar to Act 250 proceedings,
the PSB considers the site and design of the facility in determining
whether this factor has been satisfied.22 3 This is important in
ensuring that a facility poses the least harm to the aesthetics of the
surrounding community as possible. In doing so, the PSB has taken
a broad view of a project's aesthetic burden by considering all
those who could view it, as opposed to just those living in the
219
220

UPC Vermont Wind, LLC (Sheffield), No. 7156 at 67.
See supra notes 138-39 and accompanying text.
See supranotes 186-88 and accompanying text.

221
222 VT. COMM'N ON WIND ENERGY REGULATORY POLICY,

supranote 84, at 4-21.
UPC Vermont Wind, LLC (Sheffield) No. 7156, at 68; EMDC, LLC (East
Haven), No. 6911 at 53-54 ; Green Mountain Power Corp. (Searsburg),No.
5823 at 25.
223
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location of the project.224 Further, the PSB has adequately applied
this factor towards wind farms, by considering the mitigating steps
that can be done for these unique projects. The PSB should continue to bring new techniques and technologies for mitigating these
aesthetic burdens to the forefront, including: planning strategies to
minimize the visual impact of wind turbines, which other countries
have successfully used in part to minimize the aesthetic burden of
wind power.22 5 By emphasizing these, and similar strategies, the
PSB can strengthen the effectiveness of this factor.
While these factors are appropriate for analyzing comercial
wind projects, the PSB should modify the analysis for the
remaining factor of whether the project is shocking or offensive to
the average person. This factor, for both wind farms and Act 250
permit applications, is often the deciding factor for permit approval
in Vermont.226 For Act 250 proceedings, the shocking or offensive
factor is appropriate because it is applied towards land development projects, and on how these projects are in character with their
surroundings. This factor provides a workable standard for determining whether development is shocking or offensive. The same is
not true for wind projects.
Unlike development approved by Act 250, wind projects,
by their design and structure, are almost always out of character
with their surroundings. Despite the best efforts to mitigate the
aesthetic burden of these projects, wind farms will inevitably
change the landscape where they are located.227 While the PSB has

See UPC Vermont Wind, LCC (Sheffield), No. 7156 at 62-64 (discussing the
impact of aesthetics on the broader area of the project, including the highway,
single-family residences, and nearby communities); EMDC, LLC (East Haven),
No. 6911 at 44-47 (discussing the visibility of the project from many
surrounding locations); Green Mountain Power Corp. Searsburg,No. 5823 at 24
(discussing the view of the wind turbines from roads and highways).
225 See supranotes 189-93 and accompanying
text.
226 UPC Vermont Wind, LLC (Sheffield), No. 7156 at 68; EMDC, LLC (East
Haven), No. 6911 at 54; Green Mountain Power Corp. (Searsburg),No. 5823 at 25.
227 See Charles Komanoff, Whither Wind: A journey through the heated debate
over wind power, ORION (2006) ("[T]here is no question that the wind turbines
would, in his words, 'put an end to the opportunity for people to experience an
original view of a piece ofthe natural world in one of America's most famously
lovely coastal regions."').
224
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recognized this result,228 these characteristics of wind projects
make this too easy a burden to satisfy.
The most significant problem with this factor is that the
PSB has been inconsistent in its analysis. In Searsburg, by 1996,
the PSB held adequate information about the benefits of wind
power would lead the average person to not find the proposed
project shocking or offensive. 229 The PSB's analysis discussed the
benefits of "sustainable wind-generated electrical energy over
other energy alternatives" and noted "[t]here is also evidence that
the public as a whole is accepting of wind power installations
given the positive value one associates with such developments. 2 30 Unlike Sheffield or East Haven, the PSB's analysis in
Searsburg did not end with the Quechee test, but included this
necessary discussion of the benefits of wind energy. The
importance of Searsburg is that it included a discussion of societal
benefits of wind power in its decision, which properly adopted
Section 248's consideration of societal benefits in the decisionmaking process.
This consideration is important for Section 248 because this
is the main difference from Act 250. Under Act 250, a project may
be approved only if it satisfies both prongs of the Quechee test.
Section 248, however, does not "mandate rejection of a proposed
project that, while presenting significant aesthetic impacts, would
also provide significant societal benefits."2 3 ' This difference is
critical to the effectiveness of Section 248 in reviewing
commercial wind projects.
The discussion above illustrates the problem of Section
248's aesthetic analysis. While the PSB held the shocking or
offensive factor was not be met in Searsburg because of the
benefits of wind power, the PSB did not give consideration to this
in deciding East Haven. Rather, the PSB held, due to the nature of
the surrounding land, any benefits the project could provide would
not justify the aesthetic burdens. 232 While the PSB was willing to
228
229

UPC Vermont Wind, LLC (Sheffield), No. 7156 at 69.
Green Mountain Power Corp. (Searsburg),No. 5823 at 25.

230

231

23 2

EMDC, LLC (East Haven), No. 6911 at 49.
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accept that information about the benefits of wind power would not
make Searsburg shocking or offensive, it did not use this reasoning
in East Haven.
Given the remote nature of the surrounding land in East
Haven, the PSB would likely have rejected any wind project in this
area, regardless of whether it considered the project similarly as
Searsburg. The problem is that under the present analysis it is
unclear how societal benefits should be used in evaluating the
aesthetics of commercial wind projects.
In Sheffield and East Haven, the PSB considered the shocking or offensive factor as if Act 250 was the controlling statute, by
using only the Quechee test for its analysis; however, in Searsburg,
the PSB's analysis of this factor gave consideration to the societal
benefits of wind power, which better resembles a Section 248
analysis. Inconsistency is the problem with the present Section 248
analysis of aesthetics for wind farms.
In order to strengthen the Section 248 process, the PSB
should adopt the reasoning used in Searsburg as the basis for
considering the shocking or offensive component of the undue
burden analysis of the Quechee test. This reasoning reflects the
essential element of Section 248 that distinguishes it from Act
250-a greater consideration of societal benefits in reviewing a
project. It is essential that these benefits be considered in the
review process because of the role of electric generation facilities
in the state's energy plan.
The importance of adopting Searsburg's reasoning is for
future wind farm projects. To protect an undue adverse impact on
aesthetics and support alternative energy, it is necessary for the
PSB to review these projects under an analysis that is less like Act
250 and more like Section 248. The PSB's analysis in Searsburg
included an important discussion of the benefits of wind energy
and needs to be a part of the review process for all wind farm
projects. Using this reasoning would still allow the Board to reject
a project, such as East Haven, where the societal benefits do not
overcome the aesthetic burden. Adopting Searburg's reasoning
would simply ensure that this consideration is included in the
review of all wind energy projects.
Support for this reasoning is found in the foreign countries
that have embraced wind energy. The success of these wind

40
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projects, in large part, is due to the recognition of the need for
alternative energy, despite some of its costs. Germany, for example, sees wind power as a needed energy source, even if it cannot
be reconciled with the landscape.2 33 Other countries, such as
Sweden and Denmark, similarly accept commercial wind projects
23
as an essential part of their energy production.234
Adopting the
Searsburg reasoning for the shocking or offensive consideration of
the undue burden analysis will better help Vermont support
alternative energy sources while also preventing the approval of
projects whose aesthetic burdens are not worth the costs.
IX. CONCLUSION

No easy solution exists for considering the aesthetic burden
of commercial wind farms in Vermont. Compared to many other
places where wind power is accepted, Vermont's numerous ridgelines and scenic views create unique problems for the placement of
wind turbines. While there is a demand for renewable energy
sources, determining appropriate locations for these projects
remains an ongoing challenge.
While not perfect, Section 248 has proven an effective
means of evaluating the aesthetic burden of these projects. The
success of this has been in part from its use of Act 250's Quechee
test, which provides a workable standard for avoiding undue
aesthetic burdens.
The flaw in the Section 248 evaluation is that it has not
adequately taken into account the societal benefits of wind farms.
This consideration is the main difference between Act 250 and
Section 248, and needs to be a central part of any review of
aesthetics for wind power.235 By incorporating this into the
PASQUALETTI,

supra note 182, at 90.
Id. at 106-07, 130-31. See also Bryan Walsh, The Gusty Superpower. How
Denmark's Green Energy Initiatives Power its Economy, TIME, Mar. 16, 2009,
at 42 ("Beyond having plenty of puff and smart technology, however, Denmark
has been a success in wind power because it wanted to be.").
235 A recently introduced bill in the General Assembly would add a societal
benefit consideration to Act 250 that be similar to one used by the Public
Service Board for Section 248. See Michelle Monroe, Brock Offers Alternatives
for Act 250 Review Process, ST. ALBANS MESSENGER, Feb. 23, 2009 ("[The]
233

234
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shocking or offensive consideration of the undue burden analysis,
the most problematic factor for wind projects, the benefits of wind
power can be better considered along with aesthetic burden.
Attitudes may change as citizens become accustomed to
these projects. For example, in San Gorgonio Pass, California,
"[t]he erection of wind turbines on a parch of land long considered
of no commercial value was so unpopular that it led quickly to
legal responses, political battles, regulatory sanctions, and even a
smattering or public loathing." 236 Years later, more than 3,000
wind turbines have been built in the area and become part of the
landscape. 237 The changed attitude is best attributed to members of
the film industry, who had originally opposed the project, but is
now "lured by wind landscapes to use them as stark backdrops for
their films and advertisements."2 3 8 San Gorgonio Pass suggests
that initial aesthetic concerns over wind power may change as
citizens become used to these projects.
Section 248 is an effective process for siting commercial
wind projects that could be improved by a greater consideration of
these facilities' societal benefits. Doing so will better prepare
Vermont to accommodate this alternative energy source. This
change to Section 248 will continue to recognize the importance of
avoiding undesirable aesthetic consequences while also recognizing the potential for wind power in Vermont. While siting these
facilities will always require a difficult balancing of societal benefits and aesthetic burden, this modification of Section 248 can do
much towards ensuring a better future for Vermont's energy
sources.

proposed bill also adds the words 'giving due consideration to the economic,
social, cultural, recreational or other benefit to the public from the development
or sub-division' to the various criteria contained within Act 250.").
236 PASQUALETTI, supranote 182, at 154.
237
23 8 Id.

id

at 159.

